
Year-end Personal Review 
I wish I could give credit for these questions to whomever developed them. Unfortunately they 
are on a scrap piece of paper that has been in my desk for years. I don't know where they 
came from however they are powerful tool to look at you past year and reflect on where 
you've come from and what direction you are going.  

Choose all or some, work on them at one sitting or over the course of a few days. Use them to 
set directions for the coming year. 

Personal Growth 
 How have I grown as a person? Am I more patient, generous, focused, or financially 
responsible? Have I been able to set (and protect) my boundaries? What fears or 
challenges have I faced? Am I less tolerant of inappropriate behavior? Am I better able to 
see the opportunities (or humor) in difficult situations? 

Health (Emotional, Physical, Spiritual):  
How have I taken better care of my body? Have I improved my eating habits, 
exercised consistently, or finally visited a doctor? What have I done to grow emotionally? 
Do I listen to my heart more? Am I better able to eliminate stress? 

Finances:  
How have I improved my financial health? Did I save more, spend less, or reduce my 
debt? What one step have I taken to better protect myself financially? 

Relationships:  
How have I been a better partner, spouse, friend, or co-worker? How have my 
relationships improved? Have I released a grudge by forgiving myself or someone else? 
How have I shown my appreciation to others? Have I taken steps 
that allowed me to feel closer to certain loved ones? Did I set limits with draining people? 
Do I feel better about the people I surround myself with on a regular basis? 



Work/Career:  
How has my work life improved? Did I set better boundaries around my personal time, ask 
for a raise, or find a new job better suited to my needs? Did I finally make a move to 
change something that had been bothering me at work? 

Contribution/Giving:  
What have I done to help others improve the quality of their lives? Did I donate my time, 
energy, talent, or money? Does my giving feel balanced? 

Passion/Interests/Intellectual:  
Do I feel more connected to those things that make me feel passionate? Have I identified 
any interests or activities that ignite my passion? What positive steps have I taken to 
pursue these interests? What did I do to challenge myself intellectually? 

Physical Environment:  
How has my environment improved? Have I cleaned up my home or office, challenged 
myself to throw things out, or added more beauty to my life? Is my home a more soul-
nurturing place to live? Is my office a more productive, efficient, and enjoyable place to 
work? 

Gratitude:  
What are you grateful for? Who do you feel grateful for? Is there a new friend in 
your life? Was there someone who encouraged you to follow a dream? Are you 
enjoying good health, a nourishing marriage, or more space in your schedule? 
What new changes occurred over the last year that made you feel better about 
your life? Who or what were involved in those changes? What challenges were 
you faced with that, although painful at the time, made you stronger or 
allowed you to express more of who you really are?
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